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BerryWorld Group is a collective of expert soft fruit and prepared fruit companies who

operate across the globe. We specialise in breeding, commercialising and marketing

berries to international retailers and consumers alike. We collaborate with only the best

growers of soft fruit and our grower relationships are at the heart of what we do.

Our expertise spans the length and breadth of the supply chain, from breeding berries

in the UK, Netherlands, France, Spain, South Africa and Australia through to

commercialisation of award winning proprietary varieties, to marketing quality berries

and prepared fresh fruit products to retailers and consumers.

To continue our success, we understand the need to have the right people in the right

roles and in the right teams. We are committed to rewarding and developing our people

regardless of gender and are dedicated to creating a culture that champions diversity

and opportunities for all.

It is these principles, that have led us to address our gender pay gap ensuring we are

committed to providing a work environment we are proud of and that is fair and trusted.

We confirm that the data and information reported is accurate on the 5th April 2017.

Adam Olins Kim Rezk

Chief Executive Officer   Head of Human Resources
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The BerryWorld Group employs over 500 people across the globe. The figures and

commentary detailed in this report relate to our 403 relevant employees (as per the

reporting guidelines) based in the UK as at the snapshot date of 5th April 2017.

Our data includes our teams in our BerryWorld Group Head office, our BerryWorld UK

Head Office and PrepWorld, our prepared fruit operation.

Our teams are located between our head office in Hertfordshire and PrepWorld in Kent.

18% perform office support roles, such as finance, procurement and sales, mainly in

our head office with some being based in our prepared fruit company in Kent. 72% of

our people work in PrepWorld where we run our factory operations, the factory

operations team makes up the majority of our workforce.

As an equal opportunities employer we are pleased that our BerryWorld Team gender

balance is almost equal with 54% female employees and 46% male.
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Our BerryWorld Team

“We have created a culture where all 

our people can grow, learn and develop. 

This is based upon their individuality 

and talent”  

Adam Olins, Chief Executive 

Officer

Our BerryWorld Functions

Our BerryWorld Team Gender Balance

54%46%

MALE FEMALE

18%
Office 

employees

403
Total

employees

72%
Factory 

employees

"BerryWorld's commitment to learning 

and development is driven forward by our 

Learning and Development team. They 

focus on development for all and really 

champion equal opportunities" 

Kim Rezk, Head of Human 

Resources



Pay Data

While we are confident that our people practices are open and consistent, our gender pay

gaps (both median and mean) are not where we want them to be.

This, as is typical of most UK workplaces is driven by the fact that the majority of our

senior roles are performed by males. The roles at the senior levels attract higher pay and

therefore result in a gender pay gap such as ours. This is further demonstrated by the pay

quartile graph which shows that the majority of our top pay quartile is male.

To better understand our numbers we conducted further analysis of our data, this shows

us that the top quartile is where our biggest gap is. We are pleased to note that the

analysis showed no pay gaps in our lower middle and lower quartiles, thus indicating that

our pay gap is indeed attributable to the seniority of our male employees.

Bonus Data

Our bonus pay gap presents a similar picture to our pay gap, our people practices have not

yet translated to our bonus gap as we would have liked.

Our mean bonus gap sits at 71% in favour of men, this is driven once again by the seniority of

males in the business and the prevalence of females in junior levels within the organisation..

Our bonus structure is based on seniority of roles and as such our data shows that males

received on average bigger bonus payments. This pattern is again, typical of UK businesses

but nonetheless something we want to understand more and address.

We are pleased to note that our median bonus gap is considerably lower at 18% and more

inline with the ONS UK gender pay gap.

The receipt of bonus payments is also impacted by the prevalence of more males in senior

roles which attract a bonus payment. We are however confident that where roles are eligible

for bonuses, both males and females were awarded their bonuses accordingly.
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Our 2017 Gender Pay Gap Data

Female Bonus is
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(median)

Female Bonus is 
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LOWER 
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Pay quartiles gender distribution

Female Pay is
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Female Pay is 

29.5%
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(mean)

Male Female

Pay

Bonus Pay

31.8%
Males received 

bonus 

payments

36.9%
Females 

received bonus 

payments

Receipt of bonus payments
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Our Commitment to closing the gap
We are fully committed to understanding our pay gap and took proactive action by

conducting our analysis a year ahead. We used a snapshot of data in April 2016 which

allowed us to understand the areas we needed to address.

Subsequently, we designed a grading structure for the business which we have now

introduced, giving us a more structured and transparent approach to managing, developing,

promoting and rewarding our teams. We have also introduced a new performance

management process which enables us to recognise our people and reward them based on

clear performance goals and their contribution.

In addition to this we are actively managing our succession process to develop competent

and diverse leaders for our future.

Our commitment to our people will stand us in good stead to employ an engaged, high

performing workforce and to reduce our gender pay gap. Our ongoing activities to support

our commitment include:

Recruitment- gender balance

Our commitment is to ensure that everyone is recruited based on experience and capability,

whilst sharing our passion for our Values and Behaviours. We have unbiased screening and

recruitment processes that allow equal opportunities for all- everyone is welcome at

BerryWorld. We will achieve this by placing a target of a 50/50 male/ female candidate

shortlist for our middle and senior management roles. We appreciate that this isn’t always

possible but we have committed to this through our recruitment charter. Gender

demographics and insights for all new starters and leavers will be tracked and reviewed

giving us a broader understanding around the reasons for attracting talent and for our

leavers.

"Growing the BerryWorld together, achieving more together – the purpose 

and mindset is shared and united across our international business" 

Andrea Aburrow, CFO
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Our Commitment to closing the gap

Training Development and Progression

We want our people to fulfil their potential and support this through flexible learning

opportunities. As part of our five year plan we aim to promote an equal number of men

and women into management positions.

Our shared commitments are:

- To continue our investment in talent development, recognising and ensuring we

have a mix of gender at all levels

- To continue to recruit fairly, ensuring we attract high potential women through all

levels; including our graduate programme

- To provide unconscious bias training throughout the business to increase awareness

and ensure a more gender neutral approach

- To work with our leadership to put succession plans in place which encourage

development plans and career discussions for all our employees

- To have a robust Performance Management process that stabilizes our approach to

recognise talent whilst showing an awareness of an equal mix of talent within our

business

- To positively encourage our female leaders to attend relevant training and

conferences focused on women in business.

To summarise; We are committed to recognising our people for their individual

contributions and their alignment with our culture and behaviours. Women and men will

be given equal opportunities within BerryWorld, we know this will support us in our

commitment to reducing our gender pay gap.

“As leaders it is down to us to focus on how we create the right environment 

within BerryWorld so we encourage a higher proportion of woman into senior 

roles” 

Paul Cole, UK Managing Director 

“It is my dream that BerryWorld can give something back 

and keep it’s family feel no matter how much we grow. 

Every person is unique and needs to feel the benefits of a 

business that is flexible to them and their needs” 

Tim Newton, Group Technical Director
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